Dense melt residues drive near-MOR ‘hot-spots’
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ABSTRACT

The geodynamic origin of melting anomalies found at the surface, often referred to as ‘hot-spots’, is classically attributed to the mantle plume. The distribution of ‘hot-spots’ along mid-ocean ridge spreading systems around the globe, however, questions the universal validity of this concept. Here, the preferential association of ‘hot-spots’ with slow- to intermediate-spreading centres and not fast-spreading centres, an observation contrary to the expected effect of ridge suction forces on upwelling mantle plumes, is explained by a new mechanism for producing melting anomalies at shallow (< 2.3 GPa) depths. By combining the effects of both chemical and thermal density changes during partial melting of the mantle (using appropriate latent heat and depth dependant and thermal expansivity
parameters) we find that mantle residues experience an overall instantaneous increase in density when melting occurs at < 2.3 GPa. This controversial finding is due to thermal contraction of material during melting, which at shallow pressures (where thermal expansivities are highest), outweighs the chemical buoyancy due to melting. These dense mantle residues are likely to locally sink beneath spreading centres if ridge suction forces are modest, thus driving an increase in the flow of fertile mantle through the melting window and increasing magmatic production. This leads us to question our understanding of sub-spreading centre dynamics, where we now suggest a portion of locally inverted mantle flow results in ‘hot-spots’. Such inverted flow presents an alternative mechanism to upwelling hot mantle plumes for the generation of excess melt at near-ridge ‘hot-spots’, i.e. dense downwellings of mantle residue. Near-ridge ‘hot-spots’, therefore, may not require the elevated temperatures commonly invoked to account for excess melting. The proposed mechanism also satisfies counterintuitive observations of ridge-bound ‘hot-spots’ at slow- to intermediate-spreading centres, yet not fast-spreading centres, where large dynamic ridge suction forces likely overwhelm density driven downwellings.

The lack of observations of such downwellings in numerical modelling studies to date, reflects the generally high chemical depletion buoyancy and/or low thermal expansivity parameter values employed in simulations, which we find to be unrepresentative for melting at < 2.3 GPa. We therefore invite future studies to review the values used for parameters affecting density changes during melting (i.e. depletion buoyancy; latent heat of melting; specific heat capacity; thermal expansivity), which quite literally have the potential to turn our understanding of mantle dynamics upside down.

INTRODUCTION
With the development of plate tectonic theory in the 1960’s, volcanism occurring away from plate boundaries became recognised as anomalous. Spatially fixed regions of melt generation in the mantle, over which the tectonic plates moved, were thus suggested to account for age progressive intraplate ocean island chains, such as Hawaii (Wilson, 1963). One concept to account for such fixed regions of melt generation below the lithosphere is the mantle plume, i.e. an upwelling of anomalously hot material from the core-mantle boundary (Morgan, 1971). The mantle plume theory has been adopted at many melting anomalies, spanning a wide variety of geologic settings, often negating the direct need for alternative hypotheses to be developed. Consequently, intraplate (and plate boundary) melting anomalies have themselves become known as ‘hot-spots’.

‘Hot-spots’, however, do not consistently demonstrate elevated temperatures and, between studies, source temperature estimates can vary widely for individual ‘hot-spots’ (e.g. Foulger, 2012). For example, some studies conclude very little difference in source temperature between MORB and Hawaii’s ‘hot-spot’ lavas (e.g. Green and Falloon, 2005), whilst others infer a 235°C hotter source at Hawaii (Putirka, 2005). If melting anomalies do not demonstrate elevated source temperatures, they cannot be the result of a thermal mantle plume. Furthermore, ‘hot-spots’ are not fixed. Recently, Hawaii has been found to rapidly drift southwards relative to other Pacific ‘hot spots’ (Konrad et al., 2018), whilst the Mid Atlantic Ridge-bound Azores ‘hot-spot’ may be drifting northward (Arnould et al., 2019). At the same time, the Pacific and Atlantic plume groups are well known to move relative to one another (Norton, 2000). Other ‘hot-spots’ demonstrate complex spatio-temporal evolutions, unexplainable by the classic mantle plume hypothesis, and such examples are prevalent within the West Pacific Seamount Province (e.g. Koppers et al., 2003; Ballmer et al., 2007). In general, ‘hot-spots’ are observed to be drifting towards spreading centres (Wang et al., 2018) and may demonstrate long-term interactions with spreading centres (Whittaker et al., 2015). If ‘hot-spots’ drift, feasibly due to mantle plumes interacting with lateral convection currents (e.g. Nolet et al., 2007), this changes the initial assumption that ‘hot-spots’ are fixed relative to the deep mantle. In addition, uplifted volcanic
regions such as the Southern Sierra Nevada are now generally attributed to delamination of dense magmatic cumulates (e.g. Zandt, 2003), not to mantle plumes. One can, therefore, speculate whether the mantle plume hypothesis would initially have been developed had these realisations been gained earlier.

As such, we take a fresh look at ‘hot-spots’ and explore a new potential mechanism of generating related melting anomalies. Mechanisms compatible with a potential lack of elevated source temperature at ‘hot-spots’, a long-term affinity of ‘hot-spots’ with ocean spreading centres, and ‘hot-spot’ drift (particularly towards spreading centres), are favourable. Here, we provide an overview of ‘hot-spot’ locations within the Pacific and Atlantic oceans and demonstrate a preferential association of ridge-bound ‘hot-spots’ with slow- (10 – 40 mm y\(^{-1}\) full spreading rate) to intermediate- (40 – 90 mm y\(^{-1}\) full spreading rate) spreading centres, but not fast- (> 90 mm y\(^{-1}\) full spreading rate), nor ultra-slow (< 10 mm y\(^{-1}\) full spreading rate), spreading centres. To better understand the dynamics behind this association, we review and model the expected changes in density during melting beneath spreading centres. Controversially, when using realistic values for both chemical and thermal parameters controlling density changes during melting, we find that mantle residues increase in density at pressures < 2.3 GPa. The implication that melt residues beneath mid-ocean ridge (MOR) settings may become gravitationally unstable and sink is significant for our understanding of mantle dynamics and may explain anomalous ‘hot-spot’ magmatism at spreading centres.

‘HOT-SPOT’ LOCATIONS AND INTERACTIONS WITH OCEAN SPREADING CENTRES

Mantle plumes are commonly assumed to play a central role in continental breakup (i.e. ‘Active Rifting’ (Sengör and Burke, 1978)), but a minor role in subsequent plate tectonic motions. For example, many ‘hot-spots’ most arguably linked to mantle plumes are found in intraplate settings (e.g. Hawaii)
and demonstrate little influence on plate boundary locations or plate motions. Instead, slab-pull has been established as the major driving force of plate tectonics for over 40 years (Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975).

Despite mantle plumes playing a minor role in driving plate tectonic motions, many ‘hot-spots’ (both related and unrelated to past episodes of continental breakup) are located along MORs. This relationship remains the case despite the absolute motion of MORs relative to mantle plume locations, which are generally assumed to be fixed. The association of ‘hot-spots’ and MORs is most apparent within the slow-spreading Atlantic Ocean (e.g. Whittaker et al., 2015), where proposed distinct near-ridge volcanic anomalies include the Bouvet, Shona, Meteor, Gough, Tristan, St Helena, Ascension, Sierra Leone, 14°N Anomalies, Atlantic Ridge, Great Meteor, Azores, Iceland, and Jan Mayan ‘hot-spots’ (Figure 1) (Courtillot et al., 2003; Douglass et al., 1995; Jackson et al., 2017; Long et al., 2019; Montelli et al., 2004; Montelli et al., 2006; Schilling et al., 1994; Steinberger, 2000; Whittaker et al., 2013).

The correlation of ‘hot-spots’ and ridge axes can be attributed to ‘ridge suction’ forces, where the replacement of material lost at spreading centres due to lithospheric growth and plate spreading governs the local mantle flow. Ridge suction, therefore, has been postulated to pull mantle plumes towards spreading centres (e.g. Niu and Hékinian, 2004), a process often termed plume ‘capture’. Several on-axis ‘hot-spots’ are speculated to be ridge-captured mantle plumes, including the 14°N Anomaly (Long et al., 2019) and Galápagos ‘hot-spots’ (Gibson et al., 2015).

The strength of ridge suction forces are related to ocean spreading rate, where faster plate separation requires a larger replacement of material at the spreading axis, resulting in stronger ridge suction. Therefore, this phenomenon suggests a positive correlation should exist between the number of ridge-captured plumes and the spreading rate of a MOR. Along ultra-slow segments of the SW Indian
ridge and the ultra-slow Arctic spreading centres, a lack of captured ‘hot-spots’ is consistent with this model (Figure 1). However, when observing the fast-spreading EPR (East Pacific Rise) and the slow-spread MAR (Mid-Atlantic Ridge), the opposite relationship is apparent. Whilst a predominance of distinct ‘hot-spots’ can be seen along MAR, a scarcity exists along the EPR (Niu and Hékinian, 2004).

‘Hot-spots’ that are located near to spreading ridges in the Pacific are found either on slow-intermediate spreading segments of the EPR (e.g. Cobb ‘hot-spot’, located on the ~25 mm y⁻¹ (half spreading rate) segment off the coast of Vancouver, Canada), or on slow-intermediate off-branches of the EPR (e.g. Galápagos ‘hot-spot’, located along the ~20 mm y⁻¹ (half spreading rate) Cocos-Nazca spreading centre) (Figure 1). An apparent exception to this is the Easter Island ‘hot-spot’, whose associated volcanic ridge is closely affiliated to the Sala y Gómez fracture zone and so the origin of ‘hot-spot’ magmatism here is disputed (e.g. Morgan, 1971; Clark and Dymond, 1977).

‘Hot-spots’, therefore, appear to be preferentially located along slow-intermediate spreading centres, and are generally absent from fast-spreading centres, in opposition to the expected effect of ridge suction on buoyant upwelling mantle plumes. Therefore, alternative models for ‘hot-spot’ generation, that are compatible with the inverse correlation between ridge-bound ‘hot-spots’ and spreading rate, are required.

**DENSITY CHANGES DURING MANTLE MELTING**

To understand the relative importance of ridge suction forces in controlling sub-spreading centre mantle flow, it is necessary to quantify other forces of upwelling and downwelling beneath spreading centres. Primarily, these additional forces result from decompression melting, where the mantle residue may become more buoyant due to chemical depletion or increase in density due to cooling.
During melting of a fertile mantle source, preferential melting of certain mineral phases (e.g. spinel) drives a systematic shift in the mineralogy of the source rock (Schutt and Lesher, 2006). Overall, a preferential loss of dense phases during melting results in a density decrease of the mantle residue. In addition, compositional changes within the residue further drive a shift to lower densities, due to the preferential loss of dense incompatible elements (e.g. Fe) to the melt fraction. This phenomenon results in chemical depletion buoyancy and, in general, greater degrees of partial melting result in increasingly chemically buoyant mantle residues.

Due to changes in the bulk mineralogy with depth, the magnitude of chemical depletion buoyancy is highly dependent on the ambient pressure during melting, e.g. passing between the spinel and garnet stability fields greatly affects density changes during melting. Attempts to quantify the magnitude of depletion buoyancy vary significantly and earlier studies tended to significantly over or underestimate these. For example, Oxburgh and Parmentier (1977) predicted a density change of \(-0.076\%\) for each 1 % of melting, whilst Shaw and Jackson (1973) predicted residue densities increase during melting (i.e. the opposite of depletion buoyancy). Recently, work using extensive compilations of mantle mineral physics results has shown modest depletion buoyancies on the order of \(-0.021\%\) to be representative for melting beneath a MOR (i.e. at \(\sim 1\) GPa; Schutt and Lesher, 2006).

In addition to depletion buoyancy, the retention of a small volume of low-density melt in the mantle may also contribute to the “overall” residue buoyancy (i.e. combined buoyancy of the residue rock and trapped melt) (e.g. Jha et al., 1994). Pore geometry can influence the ability of melt to migrate to the surface (e.g. Faul, 2001) and melt is retained in the mantle if the porosity remains unconnected i.e. if the dihedral angle (\(\theta\)) is < 60\(^\circ\), the permeability is forced to zero (Corderoy and Morgan, 1992). Evidence of interconnected melt networks at low partial melt fractions (i.e. < 1 %) is well established from hot pressing experiments, in particular from those using radioactive tracers (e.g. Daines and...
Richter, 1988). However, melt viscosity can vary significantly during the melting process and can also affect melt migration. If the viscosity is too high for melt to flow to the surface under its own buoyancy, it may be retained in the mantle. Early melts tend to be rich in volatiles and highly mobile at extremely low melt fractions (~ 0.1 % or less), whilst later basaltic melts of higher viscosity may only become mobile at ~ 1 % melt fraction (Faul, 2001). Whilst estimations of melt fractions retained in the mantle vary widely, between < 0.1 and ~ 3 % (e.g. Schmeling, 1985; Cordery and Morgan, 1992; Faul, 2001; Goes et al., 2012), most estimates suggest mobility at low melt fractions (~0.1 %) is likely (e.g. Lundstrom et al., 1999; Faul, 2001). Furthermore, Goes et al. (2012) demonstrated that the higher volumes (1-3 %) of melt retention often inferred from low seismic velocity observations beneath spreading centres, are likely the result of solid-state seismic attenuation. Therefore, the effect of melt retention on the density of mantle residues can be considered to be small.

**Positive Density Changes During Mantle Melting – Thermal Contraction**

During decompression melting, mantle residues lose latent heat energy to the melt fraction as phases change state from solid to liquid. As melting progresses, therefore, the latent heat of melting results in cooling and thermal contraction of mantle residue, increasing its density. Previous studies have employed values for the latent heat of melting between 0.73 MJ kg$^{-1}$ (Cordery and Morgan, 1992) and 0.32 MJ kg$^{-1}$ (Schmeling, 2010), where lower values result in less cooling of mantle residue during melting. Realistic values for the latent heat of melting beneath a MOR, however, have been found to lie around the higher end of these values around 0.6 MJ kg$^{-1}$ (Cannat et al., 2004).

For a given heat loss due to the latent heat of melting, the specific heat capacity of mantle material determines the changes in temperature and, therefore, volume and density. Higher heat capacities result in smaller temperature reductions during melting. Common values used in numerical modelling studies range between 1000 and 1300 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ (e.g. Bianco et al., 2013; Brune et al., 2013; Schmeling,
2010), where Cannat et al. (2004) found a value of 1200 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ to be appropriate for mantle material beneath a MOR.

For a given temperature reduction during melting, the thermal expansion coefficient of mantle material controls the change in volume and, therefore, density. A larger thermal expansivity results in greater volume reduction, and therefore density increase, during cooling. The thermal expansivity of mantle material is highly sensitive to pressure, ranging from ~2.4e-5 to 5.2e-5 K$^{-1}$ between the mantle transition zone and the surface, respectively. Values for the thermal expansivity between pressures of 0 and 4.5 GPa are shown in Figure 2d (Katsura, 2010). In low pressure melting environments (such as beneath a MOR), therefore, high thermal expansivities result in relatively large volume reductions and density increases for a given amount of cooling. Previous numerical modelling studies have employed values for thermal expansivity between 3 and 3.7e-5 K$^{-1}$, which are appropriate for average upper mantle pressures, however, Schutt and Lesher (2006), and Katsura (2010) found a significantly higher value of ~4.9e-5 K$^{-1}$ to be more appropriate beneath a MOR.

**METHODOLOGY**

To determine overall density changes during decompression melting of a fertile mantle source, we undertake a literature review to identify the most reasonable values for parameters controlling chemical and thermal density changes of mantle material during melting, as summarised above. The selected values are then used to model density changes during melting using the below equations for chemical and thermal density changes, $\Delta \rho_C$ and $\Delta \rho_T$, respectively:

$$\Delta \rho_C = \rho_{ref} \cdot \Delta \rho_C(\%)$$

(1)
Where $\rho_{\text{ref}}$ is the mantle reference density and $\Delta \rho_{C}(\%)$ is the percentage change in chemical density per % of melting.

$$\Delta \rho_T = \rho_{\text{ref}} \cdot \Delta T \cdot \alpha$$

(2)

Where $\alpha$ is the thermal expansivity and $\Delta T$, the change temperature per % melting, is defined by:

$$\Delta T = \frac{\Delta H_m}{C_p} \cdot 0.01$$

(3)

Where $\Delta H_m$ is the latent heat of melting and $C_p$ is the specific heat capacity.

Combing the chemical (1) and thermal density changes (2), gives the total instantaneous change in density during melting:

$$\Delta \rho = \Delta \rho_C + \Delta \rho_T$$

(4)

To constrain the chemical density change of mantle against the degree of partial melting, we use the values determined by Schutt and Lesher (2006), which are constrained at pressures of 1, 3, 3.5 and 4 GPa. The best fit curve of Schutt and Lesher (2006) can be reasonably approximated to a linear fit, allowing a simple estimation of density change per % of melting (red lines in Figure 2b).

As large volumes of partial melting are expected at MOR settings (~20 %) and residual melt volumes are likely to be extremely low (~0.1 %; e.g. Faul, 2001), density changes due to the retained melt fraction are likely to be significantly smaller than those due to chemical density changes. In light of this and the overall poor constraints on retained melt volumes, we do not consider the effects of melt retention any further.
To calculate density changes due to thermal contraction for each % of melting, we use the values for latent heat (0.6 MJ kg\(^{-1}\)) and heat capacity (1200 J kg\(^{-1}\)) proposed by Cannat et al. (2004) for melting beneath a MOR, which we do not vary with pressure. In addition, we use the pressure dependant thermal expansivity coefficients determined by Katsura et al. (2010), allowing us to model thermal density changes appropriate for the pressures of melting beneath a MOR. We have assumed a reference mantle density of 3300 kg m\(^{-3}\) and, for easy comparison with depletion buoyancies predicted by Schutt and Lesher (2006), we show our results at 0, 1, 3, 3.5 and 4 GPa (Figure 2c).

**RESULTS**

By combining the changes in chemical density predicted by Schutt and Lesher (2006) with our calculated changes in thermal density, we can determine the total instantaneous density changes during melting at different pressures.

Schutt and Lesher (2006) give chemical density changes during melting, which at pressures of 1, 3, 3.5, and 4 GPa (Figure 2a) correspond to density changes of ~-0.021, -0.023, -0.045, and -0.057 % for each 1 % of melting, respectively. At lower pressures (< 3 GPa), therefore, only modest decreases in density result from chemical depletion buoyancy effects during decompression melting.

Our calculations for thermal density changes during melting suggest the largest increases occur at the shallowest depths. At 0 GPa, we predict a 0.026 % change in density for each % of melting. Density changes then decrease with increasing pressure, where at 1, 3, 3.5, and 4 GPa, we predict density changes of 0.0244, 0.0212, 0.0205, and 0.0199 % for each % of melting, respectively (Figure 2c). It is apparent that, assuming realistic values for parameters that determine temperature driven density changes, thermal density changes are on a similar order to depletion buoyancy effects.
Overall Density Changes During Mantle Melting

Using the above determinations of chemical depletion buoyancy and thermal density increases, we calculate the overall density changes of mantle residue resulting from decompression melting. We do this for pressures at which both the chemical depletion buoyancy and thermal expansion effects are constrained, i.e. 1, 3, 3.5, and 4 GPa (Schutt and Lesher, 2006; Katsura et al., 2010) and show these in Figure 2e. In addition, we also calculate a total density change for 0 GPa, where values for the thermal expansivity are constrained by Katsura et al. (2010), by assuming a constant depletion buoyancy effect shallower than 1 GPa, i.e. a -0.021 % density change for each % of melting between 0 and 1 GPa.

We find overall density changes of ~0.005, 0.0034, -0.0019, -0.0245, and -0.0372 % for each % of melting occur at pressures of 0, 1, 3, 3.5, and 4 GPa, respectively (Figure 2e). Therefore, at greater depths our results concur with the general assumption that mantle residues decrease in density upon melting. In contrast to previous studies, however, we predict a switch from decreasing to increasing residue densities where melting occurs at pressures of less than 2.3 GPa.

The predicted overall increase in density of mantle residues during shallow melting contradicts the common assumption that residues ubiquitously decrease in density upon melting. However, this assumption has been based on values for depletion buoyancy and thermal parameters which, in some instances, are outdated or representative of average upper mantle pressures (~3-15 GPa) and not pressures < 3 GPa, where the predominance of melting occurs. Niu and Batiza (1991) also investigated density changes at lower pressures and found a small decrease in residue density upon melting. However, this study neglected the pressure effect on thermal expansivity, which we find here to be a key contributor to increasing residue densities upon melting.
DISCUSSION

Mantle Dynamics During Melting and Near-ridge ‘Hot-spots’

As large changes in the physical properties of upper mantle occur during melting, it is important to understand the likely impact of these changes for mantle dynamics when interpreting the cause of excess melting at ‘hot-spots’. Above, we determined that increases in the residue density occur during melting at pressures lower than 2.3 GPa (Figure 2e). Such pressures exist within the asthenosphere beneath rifts, spreading centres, and young ocean. Assuming the base of oceanic lithosphere approximately follows the 1200°C isotherm (e.g. Kawakatsu et al., 2009), this crosses the 2.3 GPa isobar after ~40 Ma (Figure 2f). Both the greatest degrees of partial melting and the largest density increases per % of melting occur at the shallowest depths beneath MORs. Therefore, density increases are most likely to have the greatest effect in the lowest pressure region directly beneath a spreading axis.

Dense mantle residues are gravitationally unstable and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities are, therefore, likely to develop beneath spreading centres, i.e. mantle downwellings. Such downwellings would be replenished by freshly melted dense mantle residues from above, which in turn would be replaced laterally by fertile asthenosphere undergoing melting (Figure 3b). Marquart (2001) showed that mantle flow beneath even a simple linear MOR does not conform to a simple 2D flow pattern, i.e. equal upwelling rates along the length of the ridge. Instead, upwellings preferentially develop at localised points along the ridge at intervals of ~500 km, not dissimilar to the spacing of some ‘hot-spots’ along the MAR. We propose a similar, but inverted, flow pattern for sinking dense mantle residues beneath MORs, where point locations of enhanced downwelling generate observed ‘hot-spots’. Ridge-perpendicular Richter Rolls have previously been invoked to explain enhanced mantle flow away from a ridge axis (e.g. Ballmer et al., 2007; Marquart, 2001) and similar flow patterns may contribute to the enhancement of off-axis volcanism associated with downwelling residues.
Downward forces due to increases in density are, however, not the only forces influencing sub-
spreading centre dynamics and ridge suction forces also need to be considered.

Ridge suction forces pull mantle asthenosphere into the spreading ridge to replace the volume lost
due to plate separation. These suction forces act in the generally opposite sense to density driven
sinking. The two forces, therefore, are in competition (see black and blue arrows, Figure 2f). Due to
large uncertainties in the viscosity of asthenospheric mantle (of over an order of magnitude, e.g.
Doglioni et al., 2011; James et al., 2009) it is difficult to quantify the interplay of these forces. However,
it is clear that ridge suction forces are stronger at fast-spreading centres and, therefore, fast-spreading
rates are more likely to overwhelm density driven downwellings (Figure 3a). Consequently,
downwellings are most likely to occur where spreading rates are low to moderate (Figure 3b),
consistent with the prolificacy of ‘hot-spots’ along the slow-spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge and general
lack of ‘hot-spots’ along fast-spreading segments of the East Pacific Rise.

At ultra-slow spreading ridges, a general paucity of ‘hot-spots’ is also observed, e.g. along the ultra-
slow Arctic Ridge. However, this is consistent with our downwelling driven ‘hot-spot’ model, as dense
residue downwellings are unlikely to develop in these settings for several reasons: 1) the cooler
lithosphere extends deeper into the mantle and so partial melting occurs at higher pressures, resulting
in lower density increases, 2) ultra-slow spreading ridges undergo very low degrees of partial melting,
leading to small total density increases of mantle residue, which may be insufficient to instigate
downwelling, and 3) the basal geometry of lithosphere beneath ultra-slow spreading centres is steep
sided and, depending on asthenospheric viscosity, downwellling currents may not “fit alongside”
necessary ridge suction flows (Figure 3c).

Mantle Downwellings and ‘Hot-spots’
The concept of producing excess melt due to mantle downwellings provides an efficient mechanism to explain the origin of ‘hot-spots’ and has been suggested in many forms since the development of plate tectonic theory. Shaw and Jackson (1973) propose that mantle downwellings (i.e. “gravitational anchors”) generated the Hawaiian ‘hot-spot’ chain. Similar to the mechanism proposed here, Shaw and Jackson proposed gravitational anchors form due to an increase in mantle residue density upon melting. We emphasise, however, that this early study suggested residue density increases resulted directly from chemical depletion, which is in disagreement with more recent literature and our own findings. More recently, Keen and Boutilier (1995) and King and Anderson (1995) have suggested that small-scale convection, driven by cool downwellings of asthenosphere adjacent to continental margin thermal gradients, can produce the excess melting observed during magma-rich continental breakup. King (2007) expanded on this concept to suggest that edge-driven convection may also occur adjacent to cratonic roots, potentially explaining many intraplate melting anomalies. Similarly, the delamination and sinking of dense lithospheric material has been suggested to account for uplift and magmatism at Afar (e.g. Esedo et al., 2012), East Anatolia (Keskin, 2007), and the Colorado Plateau (e.g. Levander et al., 2011). It is clear, therefore, that the concept of downwelling mantle resulting in a ‘hot-spot’ is not unfamiliar. Here, we propose a fundamental re-envisioning of mantle dynamics during melting at shallow depths (< 2.3 GPa) capable of producing ‘hot-spots’ i.e. dense residue downwellings, as opposed to buoyant residue upwellings. Such downwellings are likely to be self-sustaining and may produce long-lived melting anomalies. Our model may, therefore, account for ocean island chains characteristic of ‘hot-spots’ and do not invoke a deep mantle source, compatible with the low He ratios observed at many ‘hot-spots’ (e.g. Jackson et al., 2017).

Whilst our arguments explicitly account for the general distribution of ‘hot-spots’ at ultra-slow, slow-intermediate, and fast-spreading centres, we do not attempt to account for the irregular distributions of ‘hot-spots’ along slow-intermediate spreading centres. Although a full analysis of the factors controlling the local distributions of ‘hot-spots’ along the MAR is beyond the scope of this study, we
propose that local variations in mantle chemistry, spreading centre geometry/transform offsets, and regional mantle winds, likely play a role. In the spirit of this volume, we leave this question for future workers to investigate further.

**Applicability of Mantle Downwellings to Deeper (Non-rift/ridge) Melting Anomalies**

The controversial finding that mantle residues become instantaneously denser following melting at shallow depths (< 2.3 GPa) is based on the most realistic values for parameters controlling density changes during melting (i.e. chemical depletion buoyancy, thermal expansivity, latent heat of melting, and specific heat capacities) identified by this study. Where variations in parameter estimates exist within the literature, we have taken the more recent of these to be the most reliable or have selected only modest values within the range suggested by the literature. Nonetheless, as these parameters are difficult to determine for mantle conditions, each parameter comes with a (sometimes large) range of error, of which the depletion buoyancy estimates are the most significant (i.e. grey bands, Figure 2b).

At a pressure of 1 GPa, the predicted range of error in Schutt and Lesher’s (2006) chemical buoyancy determinations extends from -0.013 % to -0.029 % for each 1 % of melting. Taking the lower estimate (-0.013 %), the expected chemical buoyancy is reduced, which further increases the total density of mantle residues due to melting (0.0114 % instead of 0.0034 % for each 1 % of melting). Taking the higher estimate (-0.029 %), however, results in a greater chemical buoyancy and mantle residues become buoyant overall (-0.0046 % as opposed to 0.0034 %). Within the error range predicted by Schutt and Lesher (2006), therefore, neither behaviour of mantle residue (buoyancy uplift vs density sinking) can be ruled out at 1 GPa. The best fit case and majority of potential values, however, indicate that residues instantaneously increase in density upon melting.
At pressures of 3 GPa, we have predicted that residues become slightly less dense upon melting. The predicted range of error in Schutt and Lesher’s (2006) chemical buoyancy values here are larger than those at 1 GPa, and extend from -0.01 % to -0.036 % for each 1 % of melting. Taking the lower estimate (-0.01 %) the chemical buoyancy is reduced and thermal density effects again dominate. Mantle residues, therefore, may still become significantly denser overall (0.0112 % for each 1 % of melting as opposed to -0.0019 %) at these pressures. Taking the higher estimate (-0.036 %) further increases chemical buoyancy and results in strongly buoyant mantle residues (-0.0149 % as opposed to -0.0019 %). Within the range of error, therefore, both behaviours of mantle residues (buoyancy uplift and density sinking) are also possible at 3 GPa, although the majority of potential values indicate residues become less dense.

Deeper than 3 GPa, the high values of depletion buoyancy and low thermal expansivities result in buoyant melt residue predictions across the full error range predicted by Schutt and Lesher (2006) for depletion buoyancies. Therefore, under certain conditions dense residues may be produced by melting around or shallower than 3 GPa, but not significantly below. As oceanic lithosphere does not exceed pressures of 3 GPa (e.g. Niu and Green, 2018), it is within the error of our modelling for melting below any oceanic region to result in dense residue production. It is possible, therefore, that all melting anomalies found within the oceanic domain may be the result of dense mantle residue downwellings. This could explain the presence of non-age progressive volcanic chains in the old oceanic lithosphere of the West Pacific (e.g. Koppers et al., 2003), which are difficult to reconcile with the traditional mantle plume model.

**Implications for Numerical Modelling Studies**

Significant advances in numerical codes for geodynamic modelling over the past few decades have led to the integration of many new features to better account for the full behaviour of geodynamic
processes, for instance: non-linear and visco-elasto-plastic rheologies (e.g. Gerya and Yuen, 2007; Glerum et al., 2018). Such features allow a better approximation of the Earth’s behaviour and as a community it is important to continue improving these. To the same end, however, it is important to continuously review our understanding of parameters for well-established features of numerical models, such as buoyancy factors during melting. Considering this, we have reviewed the parameters controlling density changes during mantle melting for a selection of numerical modelling studies and, where these values have been provided, we report them in Table 1. Whilst the parameter values used can vary significantly between studies, possibly to reflect specific study settings, we find that many align with our own findings. In no case, however, does a single study use all parameter values in general alignment with the most reasonable values determined here. As a result, we find that all numerical studies reviewed here produce instantaneously buoyant melt residues upon melting, in line with the existing paradigm. It is not surprising, therefore, that no numerical modelling study (to our knowledge) has yet predicted melting anomalies related to our proposed dense residue downwellings.

Across the reviewed studies, varying combinations of values for thermal expansivity, chemical depletion buoyancy, latent heat of melting, and specific heat capacities result in the production of buoyant mantle residues. However, of greatest significance are the values use for thermal expansivity. Across all studies, these range between $3 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$ (e.g. Brune et al., 2013) and $3.7 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$ (e.g. Schmeling, 2010). Significantly lower than the $4.2 - 5.2 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$ representative for depths < 3 GPa (e.g. Katsura et al., 2010), where the majority of melting occurs. To emphasise the effect of this, changing the thermal expansivity within a numerical model from $3 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$ to $4.9 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$ results in a 63 % increase in thermal density effects during melting. Revising this factor alone may, therefore, result in many numerical modelling studies predicting inverted convection beneath ridges during melting (perhaps observations of this ‘absurd’ geodynamic behaviour has itself inhibited the revision of this parameter in some studies?).
Similarly, the coefficients for depletion buoyancy used across numerical studies also vary considerably. These range from -0.022 % (e.g. Ballmer et al., 2007) to -0.085 % density change for each 1 % of melting (Schmeling, 2010), with the majority of studies using values between -0.04 % and -0.06 %. Therefore, whilst some studies use values consistent with Schutt and Lesher’s (2006) suggestion of between -0.021 and -0.023 % density change for each 1 % of melting (at pressures < 3 GPa), most invoke significantly larger depletion buoyancy factors. The significance of depletion buoyancy in controlling total density changes during melting are self-evident, where changing this parameter from a value of -0.085 to -0.021 reduces the buoyancy of residues by over a factor of 4.

Values used for the latent heat of melting (or entropy of melting) range from 0.32 MJ kg\(^{-1}\) (Schmeling, 2010) to 0.73 MJ kg\(^{-1}\) (Bianco et al., 2013; Cordery and Morgan, 1992), either side of the 0.6 MJ kg\(^{-1}\), suggested by Cannat et al. (2004). The latent heat of melting is a critical parameter in determining density changes upon melting and, whilst many studies do not quote the values used, we find that most values lie in the vicinity of the 0.6 MJ kg\(^{-1}\) proposed here. Similarly, the specific heat capacity shows the lowest variability across studies, ranging between 1000 J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) (e.g. Cordery and Morgan, 1992) and 1300 J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) (e.g. Schmeling, 2010). In agreement with our findings, the majority of studies employ a value of 1200 J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\).

The values chosen for the above parameters have the potential to significantly change geodynamic behaviours observed in numerical models. Changing a single parameter to (what we suggest as) a more likely value can alone result in denser, as opposed to more buoyant, mantle residues. Such residues sink into the mantle and do not buoyantly float as widely assumed. In future modelling studies, therefore, we invite reconsideration of the values used for these parameters.
CONCLUSIONS

In reviewing the material properties responsible for density changes during decompression melting of a fertile mantle source (i.e. thermal expansivity, chemical depletion buoyancy, latent heat of melting, and specific heat capacity), we find overall density changes of 0.005, 0.0034, -0.0019, -0.0245, and -0.0372 % for each % of melting at pressures of 0, 1, 3, 3.5, and 4 GPa, respectively. At shallow depths (< 2.3 GPa), therefore, we predict that melt residues instantaneously increase in density during melting. This controversial finding is due to thermal contraction of material during melting, which at shallow pressures (where thermal expansivities are highest), outweighs the chemical buoyancy due to melting. The generation of self-sustaining mantle downwellings beneath shallow melting regions is, therefore, predicted and such downwellings may locally enhance melt production by increasing the flow of fertile asthenospheric mantle through the melting window. These dense residue downwellings may explain the presence of long-lived melting anomalies along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, where shallow melting anomalies are abundant and only modest ridge suction forces exist to counteract dense residue downwellings. By reviewing the distribution of ‘hot-spots’ along the global ocean spreading centre network, we furthermore observe a general lack of ‘hot-spots’ at both fast- and ultra-slow spreading centres. We attribute this to strong ridge suction forces (overwhelming density driven sinking) and low volumes of deep melting (producing only small fractions of modestly dense residue), respectively. Within error, dense melt residues may be predicted down to depths of 3 GPa, potentially accounting for all observed ‘hot-spot’ melting anomalies within ocean basins, although probably not for cratonic continental settings. Our findings suggest that ‘hot-spots’, particularly in regions of thin lithosphere, are not necessarily the result of hot mantle plumes, but instead might originate from cool residue downwellings. Our review of a selection of numerical modelling studies highlights the general use of values for key mantle properties that result in buoyant mantle residues during melting,
explaining the lack of observed dense downwellings in numerical studies to date. We, therefore, invite future studies to reconsider the values used for these parameters as they, quite literally, have the potential to turn our understanding of mantle dynamics upside down.
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Table 1. Values for parameters affecting melt residue density determined and/or used by previous studies. The values determined in studies 1-3 (first three rows, in bold) are considered by this study as the most reliable values for parameters available at this time. Values used by a selection of numerical modelling studies are presented below the solid black line. In general, numerical modelling...
studies use values more likely to result in buoyant melt residues than those determined herein. In particular, more negative values for chemical depletion buoyancy and lower values for thermal expansivity play a key role. No numerical modelling study, as far as we can determine, uses parameter values that would result in dense melt residues (column 5).

Latent heat of melting values are presented in black in units of MJ kg$^{-1}$. Where these have been converted from entropies of melting (in J / kg °C), the original entropy value and the temperature at which the conversion was undertaken (relating to the model domain potential $T_{\text{max}}$) follow in grey. Due to the conversion using the potential $T_{\text{max}}$, latent heat estimates derived in this way likely represent slight over-estimations.
**Figure 1**: Global half spreading rate of the oceans overlain with ‘hot-spot’ locations (red circles). Red line delineates 40 Ma old oceanic lithosphere. Near-ridge ‘hot-spots’ are common in slow-intermediate spreading regions (e.g. Atlantic Ocean) but missing from fast-spreading centres (e.g. Central Pacific), opposite to expectations due to ‘ridge suction’ effects. A possible exception to this, the Easter ‘hot-spot’, is related to the Sala y Gómez fracture zone and its origin is disputed. Oceanic crust age and spreading rate data is from Müller et al. (2008). ‘Hot-spot’ catalogue modified from Whittaker et al. (2013) to include those of Courtillot et al. (2003); Douglass et al. (1995); Jackson et al. (2017); Long et al. (2019); Montelli et al. (2004); Montelli et al. (2006); Schilling et al. (1994); Steinberger (2000).
Figure 2

- **Figure 2a**: Graph showing the relationship between pressure and density change due to depletion per 1% of melting.
- **Figure 2b**: Graph showing the density change (%) at different depths (km) for various pressures (1GPa, 3GPa, 3.5GPa, 4GPa) as a function of % melt removed.
- **Figure 2c**: Graph showing the relationship between pressure and density change due to thermal expansion per 1% of melting.
- **Figure 2d**: Graph showing the depth (km) as a function of thermal expansion coefficient (10^9 K).
- **Figure 2e**: Graph showing the total density change per 1% melt extraction (%).
- **Figure 2f**: Graph showing the pressure and depth (km) over the age of the lithosphere, including different temperatures (HSM 1100°C, 1100°C, 1200°C).
Figure 2. Factors influencing mantle residue density changes during decompression melting and spatial extents of dense melt residues.  

a) Variation in density change with depth due to chemical depletion (per % melting) assuming linear approximations shown in b) Density change due to chemical depletion buoyancy during 0-20 % melting of mantle at 1, 3, 3.5 and 4 GPa (modified from Schutt and Lesher, 2006). Solid black line = calculated density change, grey band = error, red lines = linear approximation used in (a).  

b) Density change due to chemical depletion buoyancy during 0-20 % melting of mantle at 1, 3, 3.5 and 4 GPa (modified from Schutt and Lesher, 2006). Solid black line = calculated density change, grey band = error, red lines = linear approximation used in (a).  

c) Variation in density change with depth (per % melting) due to cooling during decompression melting and variable thermal expansivity. Density changes determined using a latent heat of melting of 0.6 MJ kg\(^{-1}\) (Cannat et al. 2004), specific heat capacity of 1200 J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) (e.g. Cannat et al., 2004; Brune et al., 2013), and thermal expansivities shown in d) Change in the thermal expansion coefficient for mantle material with depth (Katsura et al., 2010).  

e) Total change in density during melting due to chemical depletion (a) and thermal contraction (c). At depths < 2.3 GPa, mantle residue becomes denser during melting (light blue areas). At depths > 2.3 GPa, mantle residue becomes buoyant during melting (yellow areas).  

f) Depths to the base of ocean lithosphere (modelled as 1100 and 1200 °C isotherms) for ages 0-100 Ma (green lines) and region where mantle residue density increases during melting (light blue area above thin black dashed line). Dark green 1100°C isotherm from the half-space cooling model (HSM) by Fowler et al., 2005, medium and light green 1100° and 1200°C isotherms by Kawakatsu et al., 2009. Blue arrows indicate downward motion of dense mantle residues, which is in competition with upward ridge suction forces (black arrows).
Figure 3. Schematic model of fast- (a), intermediate-slow (b), and ultra-slow (c) spreading centres and the development of downwellings possibly related to ‘hot-spots’. The strength of ridge suction forces that must be overcome by melt residue density increases are indicated beneath each model. Blueness of arrows and asthenosphere indicates degree of partial melting and density increases of mantle residue, respectively. a) Fast-spooling centres, where downward density driven forces due to melting are overcome by strong ‘ridge suction’ forces. Such spreading centres lack ‘hot-spots’, b) intermediate-slow spreading centres, where downward density driven forces locally exceed ridge suction upwelling forces, pulling additional fertile mantle through the melting window. This may result in a melting anomaly, commonly referred to as a ‘hot-spot’, and c) ultra-slow spreading centres, where the general lack of partial melting inhibits the development of downwellings. Such spreading centres lack ‘hot-spots’.